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Transport Layer Security (TLS)

Protected EAP (PEAP)

Cellular Phone Authentication
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TLS
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TLS (Server, Client model)

Session

C → S: Client Hello
List of Ciphersuites, Compression method,
C:Nonce (random)

CipherSuite = \{ Encrypt method, Type of Certificates, integrity check method \}
$S \rightarrow C$: Server Hello
$S.nonce, Session ID$

$S \rightarrow C$: Server Certificate
name, public key of the server, signed by Certificate authority

$C.nonce, S.nonce, Session ID$

$C \rightarrow S$: Certificate (Optional)
(in the future - require)

$C \rightarrow S$: Key Exchange
Create a pre-master key
Cement 48 bit random no.
encrypt with the public key of $S$
Client → S: client verification

hash (Copies of all messages)
+ signs the message

S - checks the message

Hash (C.nonce, S.nonce, 48 bit random number)

→ 384 bit number
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